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Key Takeaways
Software-Defined Data Centers Emerge 
Piecemeal As An Outcome
The technology for the SDDC has gelled 
sufficiently to instantiate moderately complex 
x86 data centers via software. A new generation 
of composable and programmable infrastructure 
serves as a substrate for mature virtualization. 
Expect confusion over exact features, scalability, 
and interfaces to continue as systems mature.

Network Virtualization, Management, And 
Network Models Are The Biggest Change
Much of the SDDC stack is familiar: virtual 
machines (VMs), virtualized storage, service-
composition tools, and self-service portals 
form an established bedrock, along with 
growing technologies like containers. Network 
management, however, continues to be a major 
challenge and is a strong control point for 
innovative incumbents.

As SDDC Solutions Appear, Evaluate Their 
Potential In Real Time
SDDC has become the defining architectural 
abstraction for infrastructure architects, which 
will continue over the next five years. Implement 
SDDC as your go-to infrastructure of choice, 
but assess and adapt frequently, as options will 
change rapidly.

Why Read This Report
Traditional data center thinking has ended. 
Better automation tools, container abstractions, 
software-defined networks (SDNs), and 
composable infrastructure have ushered 
in unprecedented abstraction, yielding the 
software-defined data center (SDDC). The 
impact of the SDDC is immense, offering an 
opportunity to integrate legacy architectures, 
cloud, and workload-centric architectures into 
a single automation domain. This report helps 
infrastructure and operations (I&O) professionals 
understand this vision and defines the current 
state, opportunity, and emerging vendor 
landscape of the SDDC.

This is an update of a previously published report; 
Forrester reviews and updates it periodically for 
continued relevance and accuracy.
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Despite Decades Of Innovation, End-To-End Abstraction Still Eludes Us

The world of business technology has always been a quest to successfully refine the abstraction of 
underlying resources to improve customer experiences and business execution. Cheap x86-based 
hardware, better operating systems, easier programming languages, virtualization, the ubiquitous 
internet, and mass deployment of public and private clouds surrounding and enhancing the legacy 
data center have delivered great productivity enhancements.1 They’ve also triggered an explosion 
of distributed enterprise system complexity. As a result, the industry remains locked into a spiraling 
complexity and investment model that negates the benefits of abstraction.2 The evolving SDDC 
concept holds potential to break this deadlock.

“Data Center In A Box” Attempts Weren’t Enough

As early as 2001, converged infrastructure (CI) architectures emerged, ushering in a new chapter in 
abstractions to address the complexity conundrum. These solutions incorporated a blend of virtual 
servers, virtual networks, and managed presentation of enterprise storage resources.3 Hewlett-
Packard (HP) introduced the HP Utility Data Center (UDC) in 2002, arguably the first commercial SDDC 
implementation.4 While not a commercial success, UDC proved the concept’s viability and paved the 
way for development from Cisco, Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), and IBM. Each of these improved 
the deployment of partially virtualized server clusters and internally defined network segments. None 
addressed the levels of scalability and completeness that would allow Forrester to classify them as 
true SDDCs. Major shortcomings in storage, networking, and manageability — particularly the lack of a 
strong link to modern automation and infrastructure-as-code capabilities — limited their success.

Despite Piecemeal Virtualization And Cloud, Gaps Remain

The success of enterprise-grade server virtualization on commodity platforms was the inflection 
point toward a true abstracted data center.5 Beginning in 2009, improvements in management, the 
introduction of tools to compose and deploy services, and advances in storage delivered a set of 
components that were poised to deliver on a complete data center abstraction.6 At the same time, the 
rise of public cloud infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) offerings presented another way to abstract both 
small and massively scaled enterprise services in a cost-effective, flexible manner. Vendors base these 
services on containers and VMs, standardized OS images, and automated provisioning practices. A 
cloud-centric reading of the tea leaves might conclude that the enterprise data center was a dinosaur 
and that some combination of enterprise and public cloud resources would meet all needs. That 
scenario turns out to be untrue. There are still legitimate requirements for on-premises processing, 
particularly storage, which means that the enterprise data center and its associated investments will 
remain a staple for the foreseeable future.
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The Network Is Critical To SDDC But Demands Behavioral Change And More Development

Networks remains problematic, with too many network engineers resistant to virtualizing them. While 
the limited virtual network layers introduced and subsequently enhanced by Cisco, VMware, and others 
have become increasingly functional, they’re an overlay on a brittle and relatively inflexible physical 
network model. The recent introduction of better abstractions for managing the underlying physical 
network has made major advances in removing this barrier to the practical realization of an SDDC.7

A Legacy Application Mess Perpetuates A Physical World

The other significant gap is the legacy mess, consisting of applications that were either not easily 
virtualized or whose owners wanted them on dedicated physical resources. This substantial overhang 
of unvirtualized resources and legacy applications has led enterprise data centers, in effect, to bifurcate 
their management and architectures, leaving large fractions of their infrastructure in two worlds — 
the virtual and the physical. The result is a combination of deficient network virtualization and the 
overhang of legacy systems that have left a hole in the ability of current virtualization-oriented service 
deployment and management tools. To bridge this gap, vendors need a more integrated abstraction 
layer that includes physical resources. This is the opportunity inherent in the full definition of a 
physically inclusive SDDC.

Adoption Of SDDC Is Growing Without Complete Solutions

Since our original report, I&O professionals have recognized and embraced the value in SDDC and 
started transitioning to incorporate it into their environments. In 2016, 38% of global infrastructure 
technology decision makers indicated that they had implemented or were implementing an SDDC; a 
further 21% were planning to implement one within 12 months (see Figure 1).8 The SDDC takes many 
forms and shapes. We’re still at the early stages of the maturity life cycle, but I&O pros already see 
the value and have been covering the solution gaps with automation. The challenge is that the market 
remains unclear about the future nature of the SDDC, although it’s attracted to the promise to virtualize 
the data center to deliver velocity to the business.
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FIGURE 1 The Majority Of Firms Have A Software-Defined Data Center Or Plan To Adopt One

Base: 1,065 global infrastructure technology decision makers at �rms that prioritize servers and the data
center (20+ employees)
Source: Forrester Data Global Business Technographics® Infrastructure Survey, 2016
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“What are your �rm’s plans to adopt a software-de�ned data center?”

The Goal: A Software-Defined Abstraction Of The Data Center

At its core, the SDDC is a way of flexibly defining, accessing, and controlling existing data center 
resources. Forrester’s concept of the SDDC is generally in agreement with many vendor-defined SDDC 
concepts but includes recognition of the need to incorporate physical infrastructure as well. Forrester’s 
formal definition of an SDDC addresses the fundamental requirement for abstraction and doesn’t 
prescribe implementation technology:

An SDDC is an integrated abstraction layer that defines a complete data center by means of a 
layer of software that presents the resources of the data center as pools of virtual and physical 
resources and allows their composition into arbitrary user-defined services.

Architecture Overview: The SDDC Layers On Existing Abstractions And Resources

The overall architecture of the SDDC includes several layers of functionality on top of existing 
virtualization capabilities (see Figure 2).

 › Virtual resource pools and physical resource pools are the SDDC building blocks. Foundational 
capabilities include the ability to discover and import resources into the SDDC framework and to 
create and manage the pools of virtual and physical resources. The major change over the past 18 
months has been the lockstep maturation of hyperconverged infrastructure and its enablement of 
more efficient private cloud. We’ve also seen a major leap in hybrid enterprise/cloud infrastructure 
possibilities triggered by Azure Stack and the competitive reactions from AWS and Google.9
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 › Service design binds the building blocks into something more useful. The ultimate goal of 
the SDDC is to facilitate the rapid deployment of services to answer business requirements. The 
primary interface to the SDDC is a services design layer that specifies the workloads and services 
that run on the SDDC. The actual implementation of this layer is an exercise left to the vendors. 
Due to the lack of maturity of tools such as service catalogs, significant experimentation is taking 
place as providers flesh out and test the concepts in the market. Expect vendors to present the 
underlying design and deployment engines with GUI-based as well as script/API-driven interfaces. 
This layer shouldn’t be a significant barrier to implementation, as many of the current CI and VM 
management products incorporate portals that embody many of these functions as starting points.

 › Service governance keeps the SDDC operating as desired. As designed, services will 
accompany a role-based deployment and administrative interface to allow deployment of services 
as well as administration of service catalogs, billing, and life-cycle management of the services and 
underlying resources. This involves auditing of all changes to the environment, including details of 
all changes made and who made them, in addition to the ability to intelligently run workloads to 
assure secure services. Encryption of data at rest and in transit is an important security feature that 
must be inherent to this design. Governance standards are evolving, and governance of the SDDC 
environment will be critical to long-term success.

 › Deployment and runtime automation synchronizes building blocks at high speed. SDDC 
success depends on maximum flexibility in allocating resources from predefined pools and on-the-fly 
changes such as resource scaling. This automated allocation accommodates workload changes, high 
availability, disaster recovery operations, and business continuity. The deployment and supporting 
runtime defer actual resource binding until the last possible moment. This late binding doesn’t 
interfere with the actual execution of the deployed services because at execution time, the services 
execute in their standard runtime environments. An example in the physical world is the late binding 
of media access control (MAC) addresses and IP addresses to dynamically relocated processes.

FIGURE 2 Software-Defined Data Center Architecture
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SDDC Is A Complex Soup Of Technology And Control — And Isn’t Standardized

SDDC offerings succeed or fail based on their incorporation of today’s standard runtime components. 
These include (but are not limited to) multivendor hypervisors and VMs; containers and their 
management environments, such as Docker and Kubernetes; private cloud solutions, such as 
OpenStack; external storage systems as well as software-defined storage (SDS) overlays; and 
the ability to program the underlying physical network components in conjunction with the virtual 
overlay network. Incorporating, presenting, and deploying dedicated physical objects with some 
level of identity virtualization are key capabilities missing in most traditional virtualized management 
environments. This weakness remains an architectural wall between SDDC products and legacy 
virtualized infrastructure management environments. Integration and management of physical 
components is central to the success of SDDC solutions. Be aware of the following complications, and 
adapt your plans to account for them.

 › Fragmented and incomplete SDDC solutions need standardized APIs. Further complicating 
holistic integration into a workable SDDC offering is the fact that the vendor community has delivered 
many partial SDDC solutions since we first wrote about SDDC in 2013.10 To successfully incorporate 
these elements into any form of SDDC, the vendors must publish workable APIs accessible by 
third-party tools. True standards may be years away, so you’ll need to adopt APIs proprietary to 
your vendor of choice. The OpenStack private cloud standard is a good start to generally accepted 
standards but doesn’t yet address many dimensions of SDDC that will remain proprietary.

 › Despite the standardized components, SDDC environments remain highly proprietary. While 
based on standard components like the x86 processor and ethernet, fully integrated SDDC stacks 
continue to be highly proprietary, particularly in their management and orchestration. Expect a high 
degree of vendor lock-in to your primary partner’s technology stack. In Forrester’s opinion, this is 
unavoidable — complex innovation cycles are always led by proprietary innovation. The world of 
software-defined hybrid cloud is no different.

 › Infrastructure-as-code is critical to the composable SDDC. Technologists are still widely 
investing in infrastructure without successfully standardizing designs, leading to “snowflake” 
configurations. I&O teams must transition to delivering infrastructure as reusable software 
components. These components include the system image — including storage, network, 
and compute — and leverage a catalog of templates that define approved configurations. 
Software models known as infrastructure-as-code represent these images. Automation drives 
the infrastructure to match the software model through its life cycle. There’s no need to make 
incremental changes to the physical infrastructure. Engineers make changes to the models and 
feed them into the automation tool, resulting in a new infrastructure instance that reflects the 
change. With proper preparation, including architecture, tools, training, and process, it can be 
quicker and easier than with any previous options to avoid errors caused by manual intervention 
(see Figure 3). At Forrester, we refer to this as “composable infrastructure” and believe it will 
become the predominant approach to computing.11
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 › An integrated management environment is necessary. The SDDC has to present and consume 
information to and from existing legacy enterprise management stacks. Lack of this capability will 
severely handicap adoption, as legacy enterprise management stacks need to incorporate data 
from the SDDC. Legacy management tools are quickly falling out of favor for more robust solutions 
that leverage automation to ensure consistent and repeatable infrastructure states.12

FIGURE 3 The SDDC Demands That Engineers Work With Automation-Driven Models
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CI vendors will drive SDDC offerings as supersets of their CI technology, while
“software first” vendors will incorporate them as managed objects.

Resource Overview: SDDC Services Comprise Physical And Virtual Resources

Services — the workloads deployed in the SDDC — are stored in a catalog and deployed either 
programmatically through published APIs or via a role-based portal. These services consist of one or 
more resources.
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 › System resources are the core compute elements. VMs and containers are the most mature 
elements of infrastructure-as-code and form the core of the pooled processing resources of the 
SDDC. However, to be applicable to the largest fraction of the enterprise data center, SDDCs must 
include selected physical resources. Because of the requirements for pooling and fungibility of basic 
server IDs and the ability to define and provision the physical infrastructure under software control, 
physical servers can include systems that satisfy Forrester’s definition of composable systems, 
such as HPE Synergy, or systems with partial software programmability, such as Cisco UCS or 
HPE C-Class.13 An SDDC environment limited to only virtual server and storage abstractions can be 
implemented on standard and cost-optimized servers but will lose some potential architectural and 
operational flexibility in relation to one with malleable physical components.

 › Storage resources are undergoing a dramatic renaissance. Progress in the implementation 
of enterprise-scale SDS abstractions has been dramatic over the past 24 months, with 
hyperconverged solutions such as NetApp, Nutanix, Pivot3, Simplivity (now part of HPE), VSAN, 
and others as well as pure general-purpose software products such as those from Hedvig, Maxta, 
and Veritas. The underlying storage resources present as pools of virtual storage objects, including 
conventional logical unit numbers (LUNs), virtual disks, and other application-specific storage 
objects. Services such as thin provisioning, deduplication, cloning, snapshotting, and backup can 
apply to both the presented virtual objects and the underlying physical resources. As with servers, 
the SDDC software must also incorporate and present selected physical storage resources as 
required. The other rapidly emerging option for storage is the inclusion of object-based cloud 
storage in a unified namespace and management domain with enterprise-resident resources. This 
powerful model will be finally possible with the three megacloud environments by late 2017.

 › Network resources are still in flux. Presenting a virtualized network abstraction and interweaving 
it with physical network components and layer 4 to layer 7 solutions continues to be a major hurdle 
for the SDDC. All major network vendors are working on or have delivered versions of SDNs, and 
SDDC product vendors will have to decide which versions to support, as they won’t be compatible 
except for basic functions.14 Forrester expects that each major SDDC vendor will include its own 
SDN layer and that interoperability between them will be severely constrained. Some vendors, such 
as VMware, have seen significant revenues from these offerings.15

The SDDC “Engineer” Is A Form Of Software Developer

Successful integration of existing CI products, particularly engineered solutions such as Oracle 
Exadata or one of the VM appliances from Dell EMC, HPE, or IBM, requires the SDDC to expose an API 
that allows these systems to publish their capabilities and configurations and grant permission to the 
SDDC layer for selected management operations. This will become increasingly important as complex 
services autoscale and manage their own fault resiliency and as operations management becomes 
increasingly automated. The availability of an API for third-party developers is critical to efforts to 
correlate the visible workloads with the physical asset management layers, such as those embodied in 
modern data center infrastructure management (DCIM) solutions.
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Composable And Programmable Infrastructure Is The Missing Link

Lack of a malleable physical layer that I&O teams can utilize with the same level of abstraction as the 
virtual server pool in an SDDC has limited the successful commercialization of SDDC offerings.16 We 
noted this in both our original 2013 report and our more recent introduction of a new product category: 
composable infrastructure.17 Composable infrastructure systems (CISes) are the next evolution of 
converged infrastructure products, and Forrester believes that a technology must have the following 
characteristics to qualify as a CIS:

 › Composability. From a pool of shared physical resources (CPU and memory, physical storage, 
and network connections), the CIS software creates an abstracted physical system, which is then 
presented to the external environment.

 › Strict equivalency. These composed systems are indistinguishable from a standard physical 
system from the perspective of all software — both local and external.

 › Noninterfering composition. These systems can be composed and decomposed, with resources 
returning to the pools without affecting any running systems.

 › API-based and model-based management. Applications and end users can access the CIS 
management through a set of published APIs. Also, the definition of the desired state infrastructure 
is done in software models. Command line and GUI access is optional, but API access and 
software models represent the true future.

Composable Infrastructure Can Be Local Or Global

Locally composable infrastructure provides granular, atomic hardware selection down to the individual 
CPU and memory assignments on physical hardware. Globally composable infrastructure provides 
virtualized constructs that users can leverage across multiple sites, such as containers. It’s critical 
to note that to fulfill the promise of infrastructure-as-code, I&O professionals should use both 
technologies (see Figure 4).
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FIGURE 4 Various Forms Of Infrastructure Form The Data Center Footprint
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The Local Composable And Programmable Infrastructure Category Is Expanding Quickly

Only one current product legitimately meets Forrester’s definition of a local CIS — HPE’s Synergy. But 
the concept is so powerful and such a logical evolution that we’re confident in predicting a wave of 
similar products either shipping or announcing in 2018 from Cisco, Dell EMC, and possibly Huawei. In 
addition to these truly composable systems, partially programmable systems such as HPE C-Class and 
UCS continue to integrate with management tools to provide more capabilities in SDDC environments. 
There’s not a single form of modern, enterprise-class data center infrastructure releasing today without 
some level of advanced programmability.

Composability And Programmability Form The Bedrock Upon Which To Build The SDDC

The advent of CIS and maturation of programmable infrastructure set the stage for a workable SDDC. 
They allow easier integration of legacy applications that don’t easily factor into virtualized infrastructure 
abstractions. They also massively streamline deployment and management of the physical resources 
necessary to run the increasingly resource-intensive and complex virtualization layer itself.18 
Composable infrastructure systems:
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 › Span myriad converged hardware variations. SDDC products easily incorporate into both 
current and future CI product offerings as a resource. These CI products incorporate capabilities for 
virtualizing critical UIs such as server name, MAC address, and HBA bindings.

 › Initially focus entirely on infrastructure stacks. Current vendors are using their existing CI 
products as the basis for SDDC product offerings. We expect them to increasingly layer additional 
capabilities around the current CI solutions, as opposed to the major software virtualization players 
(e.g., Microsoft and VMware) that use their respective hypervisor and management stacks as the 
departure point.

 › Present multiple management interfaces. For CIS-based SDDC offerings, the vendors will 
have to continue to interface with the existing Microsoft and VMware virtualization stack. An 
important decision for I&O groups will be whether they want to deal with the likely proliferation 
of management consoles. Experience has proven that native hypervisor management and hybrid 
cloud management tools are almost always still necessary, regardless of the functionality that third-
party management provides (see Figure 5). The availability of integrated Azure Stack/Azure and 
the new partnerships between AWS/VMware and Google/Nutanix will be powerful because they 
ameliorate the tendency toward multiple management interfaces. Preserving consistent interfaces 
between enterprise and cloud will catalyze a more rapid adoption of hybrid enterprise/cloud 
software-defined environments.

FIGURE 5 Composable Becomes An Element In The SDDC Abstraction Stack
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Balance Your SDDC Approach With Your Available People

Current users of CI solutions will find that migrating to a full SDDC solution depends on what skills are 
available and how I&O groups wish to allocate their resources. Some customers have the skills and 
wherewithal to construct a fully abstracted and shared resource layer from individual server, storage, 
and network components — in effect, duplicating some of the SDDC value proposition. For customers 
without these skills, a well-implemented SDDC solution offers the ability to expand the benefits they’ve 
already begun to realize from early CI and VM implementations. Finally, I&O professionals shouldn’t 
read Forrester’s endorsement of SDDC as a call to abandon conventional CI implementations. The CI 
products on the market offer significant benefits for many users across a range of applications and will 
remain a rapidly growing segment of the x86 enterprise market due to their value proposition.

Scenarios For SDDC Productization — The Battle For Management

SDDC is a powerful concept because it’s cloud-friendly, in the sense that it incorporates many of the 
current IaaS management approaches and offers compatibility with selected IaaS cloud offerings and 
emerging architectural and development/operations (DevOps) practices. Yet by incorporating existing 
physical legacy infrastructure, SDDC sidesteps one of the major barriers to cloud adoption — the 
incompatibility of many legacy architectures and applications with existing cloud environments. SDDC 
compatibility with current legacy technology is broadly applicable to more environments. And, to the 
extent that SDDC offerings include management of physical assets, they’ll be more successful as 
mainstream enterprise products.

A Battle For Management Looms As A Major Dynamic In The SDDC Market

One of the byproducts of this evolution is that the battle for the “console of reference,” the master 
management environment, is once again wide open. VMware’s preeminence in the management world 
has increasingly come under pressure as products such as Cisco’s UCS Manager, UCS Central, and 
UCS Director stack, as well as HPE’s OneView, deploy as the center of the infrastructure management 
environment. The vendor landscape is broad and varied and includes cloud management players, 
hardware vendors, open source communities, and systems integrators turned software vendors. 
Managing the SDDC as part of a larger hybrid automation strategy is a new gold rush for technology 
companies of all shapes and sizes. In the long run, this is good for you, the customer, but for now, 
confusion reigns supreme. Forrester will help you navigate this labyrinth.

SDDC Products Simplify Packaging But Remain Complex

SDDC products are highly profitable for technology vendors because they almost certainly drag along 
substantial services revenue. The reality is that the ease of use and simplification features require 
complex integration. Vendors able to minimize this complexity have an advantage. Most products:
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 › Are based on vendors’ current cloud, virtualization, or CIS portfolios. Vendors avoid big-bang 
innovation. Instead, they base initial products on their current virtualization, cloud, or CIS portfolios, 
with enhancements in the service modeling and deployment capabilities that bring them in line 
with modern enterprise technology. Competition and customer feedback drive further innovation. 
This means that I&O buyers have an incremental opportunity to move in the direction of SDDC by 
means of extended capabilities they can add to their current environments. As noted above, Azure 
Stack and the new alignments between enterprise providers and public megaclouds will be a major 
accelerant for SDDC adoption.

 › Are subject to SDDC-washing. There’s a wave of products dubiously tagged with the SDDC 
designation (or, as some have started to call it, “software-defined everything”). While many 
vendors deliver genuine innovation, those stretching the truth confuse the landscape for I&O and 
architecture groups. SDDC-washing will increase the burden on I&O professionals to track vendors 
and products and will also launch some backlash that may temporarily impede progress. Genuine 
solutions will ensure permanence for the concepts.

 › Have caveats regarding abstraction levels and legacy infrastructure inclusion. Vendors will 
likely continue to support only those server components that support the minimal required degree 
of identity virtualization. This is reasonable, as are limitations imposed on the physical resources 
they can incorporate. These restrictions initially limit the physical resources to mimicking standard 
1S to 4S server nodes with locally attached storage. Differences in the degree to which vendors 
incorporate and manage legacy resources emerge as competitive differences among products. The 
use of SDS will continue to expand rapidly as a storage method in emerging SDDC offerings, and 
external array integration will lag.19

 › Offer significant benefits to early adopters. The emerging ability to incorporate a robust physical 
abstraction model in the next wave of SDDC products (coming between now and late 2018) will 
offer significant benefits to early adopters. These benefits include faster delivery of complex 
services; a more unified view and control of enterprise resources, leading to reduced operational 
expenditure; and an improved level of insulation from the effects of changing infrastructure 
technology. The full feature sets will take several years to mature, and early implementations will 
have limited portfolios of supported devices. I&O professionals will have to be diligent in assessing 
the maturity and fit of a particular offering for their environment.

 › Are highly proprietary. While vendors will base SDDC product offerings on standard software 
and system components as resources and will support public and standardized protocols and 
interfaces, they’ll continue to be highly proprietary products. They may offer good interoperability 
across multiple hypervisors and multiple storage and server vendors as well as fluid migration onto 
and off of public or hosted private clouds, but they’ll have considerable issues operating with one 
another. A commitment to a vendor is therefore sticky. Vendors are aware of this stickiness and of 
the resulting lucrative revenue tail. Despite well-founded fears of lock-in, this isn’t necessarily a bad 
thing. If the vendor’s solution functions well and offers great value, lock-in isn’t a problem. Exercise 
due diligence, in any event, because vendor lock-in does indeed have a sour track record.
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Expect Rollouts Of SDDC Products To Be A Multiyear Transition

The major takeaway for I&O professionals is impatient patience. You want value now, but expect the 
vendor community to continue to deliver waves of products with incremental functionality rather than a 
single event. This cadence is auspicious because such an evolution supports Agile planning and execution 
cycles. Technology buyers should be aware that initial product releases fall into several basic camps.

 › Microsoft and VMware will be strong incumbents. Microsoft and VMware are the major potential 
contenders here, with VMware having the first-mover advantage. VMware will continue to release 
successively more capable products that focus on virtualized SDDC, with increased R&D to fill in 
the missing elements such as containers and better storage abstractions.20 Microsoft will continue 
parallel streams of effort with its Windows Server 2016 and Systems Center track and its Azure 
Stack on-premises cloud initiative. Subsequent product enhancements will bolster the virtual 
network capabilities and unified management of hybrid cloud environments, along with service 
composition tools. Vendors starting from an enhanced hypervisor and tools base will lag in the 
physical management of underlying data center infrastructure. The alignment of AWS and VMware 
will create another strong entrant in the race toward true SDDC environments, giving AWS access 
to large pools of previously isolated enterprise processing, allowing developers and operations to 
preserve the most ubiquitous enterprise environment and project it into the leading megacloud.

 › System vendors will try to establish a standard from the physical layer up. Major system 
vendors, notably Cisco and HPE, with Dell EMC and Lenovo as likely followers, are basing their 
SDDC offerings on enhancements of their current CI and related products. The major strategic 
hurdle these vendors must face is deciding how much of the management responsibility they wish 
to leave to VMware and Microsoft.

 › Startups will continue to innovate. The SDDC opportunity has generated a number of innovative 
startups addressing areas such as management, services-driven infrastructure modeling, analytics-
driven monitoring and optimization, security, and a host of other niches. Most will either undergo 
acquisition or fail, and the evaluation and integration of likely candidates into the enterprise SDDC 
will require ongoing analysis and diligence on the part of the enterprise and their trusted integration 
partners. Multicloud workload management and optimization is an active niche, with small entrants 
showing strong growth. The emergence of multiple solutions centered on the three megacloud 
vendors will support a niche market for interoperability solutions, but the space is likely to include a 
number of small vendors, making partner selection difficult.

The Emerging Vendor Landscape For Software-Defined Data Centers

The SDDC market is developing into a vigorous competitive arena, with vendors relabeling and 
subsequently enhancing product suites currently labeled as private or enterprise cloud as they pursue 
the prize — control over the enterprise infrastructure, including incumbent vendors, both physical and 
virtual. The stakes are high enough to motivate serious investment. Offerings continue to unfold.
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 › Cisco capitalizes on its networking dominance. This company has a unique position in that 
it owns a substantial asset — the majority of the installed enterprise network customer base. 
Additionally, Cisco has put a stake in the ground to indicate that it’s interested in a larger slice of 
the data center services market. Cisco will push to cement its proprietary approach through its 
strong network market share. It needs to build or acquire intellectual property (IP) and bolster its 
VM, container, and storage capabilities or continue to work through major partners for the VM and 
storage components of its SDDC offerings. Initiatives like Project Starship promise to take locally 
composable infrastructure models out of individual data centers.

 › Dell begins to leverage the combination with EMC. While Dell EMC hasn’t publicly announced 
CIS capability, its FX system, shipping since 2014, embodies many of the characteristics of 
Forrester’s CIS definition. Dell has a rich set of management IP, and aside from its own storage 
products, has taken on an immense repository of storage capabilities with its acquisition of EMC. 
This ledger has a negative side — the many challenges of selecting and implementing solutions 
from this mountain of options. Dell EMC needs to streamline its portfolio for storage products; 
continue to respond aggressively to competitive pressures in storage; and expand and rationalize 
its very capable portfolio of converged and hyperconverged systems, which include VxBlock, 
VxRack, and VxRail.

 › HPE remains an infrastructure leader. The largest supplier of x86 servers was a pioneer in 
programmable systems and enjoys an early-mover advantage with CIS in the form of its Synergy 
offering. It has the skills and resources to continue offering a generalized SDDC product based on a 
combination of its OneView management platform with Synergy and its StoreVirtual internet protocol 
storage area network (IP SAN) technology. In 2014, Forrester predicted that the general networking 
hardware industry would be under pressure to evolve. 21 HPE sold its H3c assets, one part being 
the networking hardware, to Tsinghua Holdings to focus on delivering higher-level networking value 
in the data center by mixing HPE’s data center solutions with other networking partners, such as 
Arista, Big Switch, and Cumulus. 22

 › Lenovo focuses heavily on SDS and HCI. Lenovo has succeeded in integrating its acquired 
IBM assets. While its current efforts in SDDC and CIS are opaque, it certainly has the internal 
engineering skills as well as a powerful library of IBM products in areas related to CIS and SDDC. 
These assets include a very strong XClarity management framework that Lenovo could almost 
certainly extend to become the core of a CIS/SDDC management stack. In the short term, Lenovo 
has focused heavily on a partner-led portfolio of SDS and HCI products, anchored by its recently 
announced SD-series servers targeted at HCI and SDS workloads.

 › Microsoft regains strength on the back of Azure Stack. With its ubiquitous server OS, an 
established customer base for its vastly improved Hyper-V technology, fast growth in its Azure 
cloud portfolio, and an anticipated rapid uptake of its Azure Stack on-premises cloud environment, 
Microsoft is well positioned to become VMware’s worst nightmare.23 Outside of Azure Stack, 
Microsoft has an increasingly competent management stack that provides an ever-expanding set 
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of physical and virtual management capabilities. Windows Server 2016, combined with Service 
Center 2016, delivers all major components for supporting an SDDC, including containers, 
management of hypervisors, storage (both Windows-based and third-party), Windows Server-
based virtualized networks, third-party vSwitch extensions, and virtual routing gateways to bridge 
virtual and physical networks. As a vendor-neutral player in the networking and storage segments 
and a platform to which ISVs will add considerable value, Microsoft is in a good position to remain 
a solid SDDC choice.

 › Oracle continues to expand. Over the past several years, Oracle has been expanding its 
capabilities as an integrated solution provider with its Exa family of engineered systems, 
investments in its own VM stack and its family of integrated private cloud offerings, improvements 
to its management capabilities, and the impressive application-centric optimization of hardware 
technology acquired from Sun. Oracle can now deliver private cloud SDDC solutions at a scale that 
qualifies them as SDDC solutions. Oracle is more likely to offer complete solutions built around its 
flagship software IP as opposed to general-purpose SDDC products, but it now has a relatively 
complete suite of IP to compete effectively with HPE and IBM as a general-purpose platform, 
should it decide to do so.

 › VMware keeps its momentum going. An early pioneer, VMware has a well-articulated and 
documented enterprise SDDC strategy and leads the industry in messaging. With a dominant 
position in hypervisors and an expanding portfolio of management tools, including a nucleus of 
automation and service management products, VMware has the core product capabilities and 
has bolstered them since its acquisition of Wavefront. In addition, VMware’s cloud strategy has 
been evolving to leverage AWS.24 As a result, it’s inclined to double down on investments in the 
enterprise, particularly in light of the apparent momentum of archrival Microsoft. VMware’s deficits 
include a weak track record for dealing with the required legacy physical assets and only adequate 
networking and storage management.

 › New hybrid strategies present unforeseen options. The availability of Azure Stack as an on-
premises extension to Azure and the sudden alignment of AWS with VMware and Nutanix with Google 
effectively introduces two new blended competitors into the mix, with the ability to deliver true hybrid 
cloud solutions that transparently bridge enterprise and public cloud, totally changing the competitive 
dynamics of the industry and bringing a VM-abstraction-based SDDC closer to commercial reality.

Recommendations

Assess SDDC’s Impact On Your Service Delivery Capabilities

SDDC promises an integrated architecture that allows the merger of legacy architectures, cloud 
computing, and workload-centric architectures into a single, manageable architecture. Despite these 
benefits, the emergence of SDDC products imposes a burden on I&O teams to understand and assess 
the impacts. To do this, Forrester recommends that I&O professionals:
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 › Educate themselves and carefully compare SDDC products with existing products. When the 
next wave of SDDC products begins to appear in 2018, immediately evaluate them. Cisco, Dell 
EMC, HPE, and Huawei customers should fully understand their vendors’ SDDC road maps, as 
these products will become foundational elements of any SDDC strategy. Vendor interoperability 
will be limited, making the choice of an infrastructure partner very sticky. Seek clarification of 
vendor plans for non-CI system elements and heterogeneous vendor support.

 › Reassess applications that are not yet containerized or virtualized. Triage any workloads 
that are currently not containerized or virtualized, and reassess this rationale in light of recent 
improvements in hypervisor technologies. Despite the probability that SDDC solutions will 
selectively include new CIS-based physical assets, I&O groups need to understand their options for 
migrating workloads from unsupported to supported physical resources.

 › Treat SDDC as a holistic effort. Involve your networking and app dev teams, not just server and 
storage engineering. Operational objectives and constraints transform dramatically under SDDC 
initiatives.25 Network architecture, management, performance, and reliability are critical to the 
success of SDDC products. With so many confusing networking terms and immature solutions, 
I&O professionals should use Forrester’s virtual network infrastructure (VNI) tenets to create a 
networking strategy to align to their SDDC strategy and onboard the right networking technology.26 
Many organizations considering SDDC must have active DevOps practices centered on their 
virtualized estate and need to think about how to extend DevOps principles and technologies to the 
physical realm for maximum return on investment.

 › Identify applications to prioritize in the SDDC. Prioritize your major applications portfolio, and 
select candidates for implementation of SDDC projects in conjunction with your line-of-business 
customers and other major stakeholders. Based on conversations with vendors and prospective 
buyers, prioritize key workloads that require rapid scaling or those that you may need to replicate 
multiple times. Workloads that you use only periodically but that require significant resources 
are also good initial choices. Examples include business intelligence and analytics (scalable and 
periodic), exchange (complex and scalable), disaster recovery (ability to replicate configurations), 
and high-volume web- and mobility-based applications (scalable).

 › Understand that infrastructure-as-code is a prerequisite. To manage the SDDC effectively, 
treat your configurations as code and automate all aspects of delivering the new or updated SDDC 
environment. Strive to stop updating production instances directly, and instead, compose their new 
configurations and transition them by leveraging automation. SDDC engineers think and act like 
software developers — because that’s what they are.27
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What It Means

A Revolution: Infrastructure Management Versus Service Deployment

While the timing and staging of solutions is still indeterminate, this will be one of the major shifts in 
enterprise infrastructure, representing the unification of virtual and physical infrastructure and of cloud 
and legacy enterprise. Enterprises and I&O teams that don’t ride this emerging product wave risk 
severe disadvantage compared with peers who embrace it early.

 › Deliver reusable components rather than complete “static” configurations. The building of 
snowflake configurations is no longer maintainable or transportable across physical and cloud 
environments. I&O professionals need to scale to be relevant and should invest in software and 
hardware solutions that are programmable or composable and repeatable with automation, 
leveraging prebuilt models built off of compute, storage, and network.

 › Understand that rapid change is the norm. Traditional and lengthy infrastructure change cycles 
are no longer acceptable. Business now must be elastic and agile, prepared to invest in and test 
new concepts and business opportunities. To support this, I&O must provide a service delivery 
layer, supported with automation, that allows users to plug reusable components together. Rather 
than a traditional, static service catalog, automation needs a “build” layer with intelligence.

 › Become creators, not maintainers. Today’s I&O professionals spend the majority of their efforts 
on perpetually maintaining production instances. They must transition their skills from maintenance 
to delivering composable and repeatable environments. Review your skill sets and establish an 
effective human resources (HR) plan to deal with all aspects of the cultural change. You’ll work to 
adapt people, but one uncomfortable dimension of this plan is that you must jettison those who 
can’t or won’t adapt.

 › Abandon suppliers that don’t provide APIs for integration. There are few that remain, but abandon 
any hardware and software solutions that you can’t integrate through APIs. Failure to do so will only 
increase complexity and cost, limit future manageability, and systemically impede performance.
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Endnotes
1 While there is some dispute about the provenance of the first VMs, the first commercially successful computer 

systems with VM capabilities were from IBM and Xerox Computer Systems.

2 At the core of the problem is that data volumes, which are a reasonable proxy for overall IT intensity, are doubling 
approximately every two years, while IT staffing is increasing, at best, at single-digit rates. The crux of the complexity 
and consumability problem is that we have fewer people in relation to the required processing load every year.

3 The first viable enterprise CI product was from Egenera, which incorporated what we would today describe as physical 
servers with virtualized IDs. The product provided the ability to present virtual network interface controllers (NICs) 
and virtual networks within the confines of the enclosure as well as the ability to access external SAN storage. The 
product, positioned by Egenera as a “data center in a box,” met with some initial success, and the company is still in 
business today, attempting to transform itself into a pure software player.

Disclosure: The principal author of this report is a former Egenera employee and owns Egenera stock (currently worthless).

4 UDC was based on licensed software from Terraspring. For a number of reasons, including missing legacy integration 
and a very idiosyncratic and closed hardware base, HP’s UDC product was not commercially successful, but it 
did demonstrate the ability to compose services involving multiple servers, networks, and storage from resource 
pools in the order of 1,000 servers and to deploy these from a library. Source: “HP Helps Extend Grid Computing 
for Commercial Use,” HP press release, April 9, 2002 (http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-news/press-release.
html?id=302549#.VtXZv_krLIV).

5 Microsoft, Red Hat’s KVM, VMware, and Xen led virtualization introduction and enhancement. What followed were 
successive improvements in storage virtualization and improved virtual management capabilities.

6 The year 2009 marked the introduction of Cisco’s UCS, which rapidly raised the bar for all suppliers of converged 
infrastructure technology with its rich management and software-defined abstraction model.

7 Software layer 2 network virtualization has been an active field for investment, and larger companies have been acquiring 
smaller startups, including VMware’s 2012 acquisition of Nicira. For a report that introduced concepts of virtualized 
networks, see the Forrester report “Five Tenets Define Virtual Network Infrastructure, A Bold New Business Network.”

8 Source: Forrester Data Global Business Technographics Infrastructure Survey, 2016.

9 For more information of Microsoft’s Azure Stack, see Forrester report “Azure Stack Sparks The Hybrid Cloud Explosion.”

10 For more information on the early days of the software defined data center, see Forrester Report “Evaluate New 
Converged Infrastructures To Underpin The Software-Defined Data Center.”

11 Composable systems function similarly to the way nature maintains advanced biological systems, with constant 
construction, deconstruction, and replacement of components. For more information, see the Forrester report “Lead 
The I&O Software Revolution With Infrastructure-As-Code.”

12 For more details on the tools that enable consistent configuration management, see the Forrester report “Vendor 
Landscape: Configuration Management.”

13 Forrester’s belief that a full SDDC implementation must incorporate legacy physical (unvirtualized) resources 
is probably the most contentious aspect of the SDDC definition. Vendors that currently focus exclusively on 
virtualized infrastructure would rather sidestep this aspect of an SDDC, and while they can be quite successful 
without incorporating physical resources, the solutions will remain incomplete and less useful until the SDDC can 
incorporate these legacy artifacts. The newer composable systems give the most flexibility in this role, although 
some of the previous generation of blade servers such as Cisco UCS, HPE c-Class, and Lenovo PureFlex also have 
software-defined virtualization of their server IDs, MAC addresses, fiber channel mappings, and other user IDs, 
allowing management and reassignment by a pooled resource manager. Their main limitation is that they cannot be 
“composed” — constructed from component parts — under software control.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES59733
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES140433
https://www.forrester.com/report/Evaluate+New+Converged+Infrastructures+To+Underpin+The+SoftwareDefined+Data+Center/-/E-RES90401
https://www.forrester.com/report/Evaluate+New+Converged+Infrastructures+To+Underpin+The+SoftwareDefined+Data+Center/-/E-RES90401
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES130785
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES130785
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES138070
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14 I&O teams are aligning themselves and infrastructure around key workloads to drive greater simplicity and efficiency. 
In kind, the networking industry has responded by suggesting that networks can provide greater support for this 
approach using OpenFlow protocol and SDN concepts. SDN provides the means to automate networks to better 
support different workloads, but I&O professionals also need to understand how SDN can support turning networks 
into a virtual network infrastructure. See the Forrester report “Workload-Centric Infrastructure Ignites Software-Defined 
Networking.”

15 For details on how VMware continues to succeed in an increasingly cloud-focused world, see the Forrester report 
“Rumors Of VMware’s Demise Are Greatly Exaggerated.”

16 To understand the weaknesses facing SDDC evolution in many enterprises, see the Forrester report “Brief: The 
Software-Defined Data Center Is Still A Work In Progress.”

17 To learn about the new direction of composable infrastructure, see the Forrester report “Lead The I&O Software 
Revolution With Infrastructure-As-Code.”

18 To learn more about the continued importance of physical servers in an age where everything seems to be virtualized, 
see the Forrester report “Brief: The Virtualization Conundrum — Don’t Plan On Getting Rid Of Your Physical Servers.”

19 Access to external shared storage will be available through the shared network environment. Because the composed 
servers are capable of running all software as if they were standard discrete servers, they can access shared SAN/NAS 
with no changes to either the SAN/NAS environment or the software on the server.

20 One of the major drawbacks of the current VMware solution is that the virtualized storage abstractions mimic the 
same presentation of physical SANs, which, while it is faithful to the surrounding environment, is wasteful and adds 
complexity to the virtual environment, as the VMs want to see simple storage objects, not LUNs. This is the wedge 
that startups like Tintri and Virsto have used to enter the market with highly efficient and lower-cost VM storage 
capabilities.

21 Over the past two years, Avaya, Brocade, Enterasys, Meru, and others have exited the general networking hardware 
market. Arista, Cumulus, and Pica8 have emerged and focused on certain network segments or verticals. For more 
information on the fragmentation of the networking industry, see the Forrester report “Customer-Centric Strategies 
Require Business-Centric Network Hardware.”

22 Dom Wilde, “HPE and Arista Networks Extend Their Partnership,” HPE. (https://news.hpe.com/hpe-and-arista-
networks-extend-their-partnership/).

23 Microsoft offers some support for Linux guest hosts under Azure and Hyper-V.

24 To better understand VMware’s current strategic direction, see Forrester report “Rumors Of VMware’s Demise Are 
Greatly Exaggerated.”

25 To understand the operational impact of deploying composable infrastructure, see the Forrester report “Reform 
Legacy Operations For Composable Infrastructure.”

26 For more information on the five tenets of VNI, see Forrester report “Five Tenets Define Virtual Network Infrastructure, 
A Bold New Business Network.”

27 To understand how operations professionals learn the skills necessary to manage the SDDC, see the Forrester report 
“How A Sysadmin Becomes A Developer.”
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